Community Leaders,
The Joseph Company is a collaboration of organizations in our region who
represent the following seven sectors of a community: Arts, Athletics,
Business, Education, Healthcare, Local Government, and Non-Profit. We
are united in purpose to make a positive difference in the culture of our own
individual organizations, and in the community at large collectively.
To accomplish this, The Joseph Company is partnering with the 3D Institute to implement a training
called 3D Coaching into our community’s various organizations. 3D is a framework for coaching,
built on a foundation of purpose. This training helps leaders lay a solid foundation of purpose and
develop practical strategies to lead others well, in all three dimensions.
The first dimension is all about pursuing excellence in the fundamentals of what we are engaged
in. In sports, it’s about things like physical training, skill development and tactics. In Education, the
first dimension consists of things like content knowledge, testing strategies, and the skills of
teaching. In business it’s tied to things like product knowledge, processes, procedures, and
business strategy. All leaders need to be great in the 1st Dimension if they want to be successful.
But what good is success, if we fail to be significant?
Significance is about relationships. Significance is about legacy. To reach significance, we must
train leaders to lead in the 2nd and 3rd Dimensions as well. The 2nd Dimension encompasses topics
like Motivation, Confidence, Emotions, Team Cohesion, and Goal Setting. While the 1st
Dimension is unique to a specific sport, a specific class, or a specific industry, 2nd Dimension
training principles apply in a locker room, a classroom or a board room. And the 3rd Dimension?
These issues are universal. These issues are not tied to what we do, these are about who we
become. Issues of identity, character, significance, self-worth and value are found in this
dimension. Great leaders are fundamentally sound, skilled at coaching the mind, and focused on
capturing the heart. This framework will help leaders in our community to maximize their leadership
potential and leave a POWERFUL legacy of impact.
A new standard of excellence will be established in organizations across our community through
this training. A clarity of purpose and alignment of effort will be the result. The question is, will you
join us on this journey? There is room for everyone to join. As the Chinese proverb so eloquently
states: “The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago. The second-best time is now.”
The time is at hand. It’s time to rise.
If not us, who? If not now, when?

The Joseph Company project is an initiative of the Community Foundation of Northwest Missouri.
Check out www.thejosephcompany.com/our-story to learn more.

What If?
What if, through the tangible means of training, leaders from across all sectors of our community, had a
clarity of purpose, an alignment of effort, spoke a common language, around a shared framework? And if
so, what would it look like if we all began to work together to make a transformational difference on the
CULTURE of our community?
Hi, I’m Wes Simmons, the president and CEO of the 3D Institute. Since 2014, our mission has been to
deliver world-class training to the people of sport, empowering them to fulfill their purpose in all 3
dimensions. To do this, we train according to something we call the 3D Coaching framework.
The first dimension is all about the fundamentals that are required to execute and perform at a high level.
The second dimension is about the mindset. This is the area that really impacts relationships; how I think
about and relate to myself and others. The third dimension is about the heart. It’s that deeper executive
center of the being that forms who we are and what we value. Those are the three dimensions, and if
leaders want their teams to be the best they can be, they need to help their people thrive in all three
dimensions. To neglect any aspect of our being would be (by definition) to NOT be the best we can be!
For years we’ve been training sport leaders from around the world with this framework. All along, we’ve
known that this framework doesn’t just apply to people in sports . It applies to people period, regardless of
what industry they are in. We simply never had the opportunity or margin to adapt our training framework
for a wider audience of leaders in the community. Until recently.
In 2021, 3DI was contracted by the St. Joseph School District to contextualize our framework for the
classroom and train the entire SJSD staff over the span of three years. The purpose is to help improve the
climate and culture of the school district. When word got out into the community about this initiative with
St. Joseph schools, there were business leaders who showed interest in contextualizing the training for the
business community as well. The thinking was this: “If we want to support our area schools, this is a training
that we can do with the district in an effort to make a positive difference, yes in our own organizations, but
also in the wider culture of our community.”
From there, some of these generous and visionary people stepped up and donated funds to pay for the
conversion of our 3D training to contextualize it for the business community. The funding also makes this
training free for any businesses or organizations in Buchanan County who want to participate. A fund called
“The Joseph Company” project was created and is being managed by leaders at the Community Foundation
of Northwest Missouri to execute the plan outlined on the following pages.
Here’s the bottom line. We invite YOU and your organization to participate in this community-wide
initiative that will launch in September of 2022. The goal is for 100+ organizations of all sizes to participate
in their own places of business, but in coordination with the school district and with each other.
Check out www.thejosephcompany.com/3d-journey to learn more. We hope you'll join us on the 3D
Journey.
Partners in Purpose –
Wes Simmons
President/CEO - 3D Institute
Phone: 816.805.2041 | Email: wsimmons@3dinstitute.com
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The Plan
About the 3D Institute
The 3D Institute was established in 2014 to help meet the growing professional development needs of the
international coaching community. 3DI’s mission is to deliver world-class training to coaches (our word for
leaders), empowering them to fulfill their purpose in all three dimensions. Through the tangible means of
training, we help organizations create a vibrant, productive, life-giving culture that’s marked by excellent
performance, healthy relationships, and a deeper sense of purpose to work for the common good in the
community. We help organizations accomplish this by implementing the 3D Coaching framework into their
workforce professional development plans.
At the same time, this process can help the wider community to experience a positive transformation of
culture as well. This is accomplished by creating a collaboration of organizations from the following seven
sectors who work to implement the 3D Coaching framework into their own respective organizations, in
unison with one another.

Seven Sectors of Local Community
Arts | Athletics | Business | Education | Healthcare | Local Government | Non-Profit
We recognize that organizational leaders who work in these industries are the key to seeing this realized.
We provide these leaders with the necessary training and resources to intentionally shape a
transformational culture within their organizations as their main point of focus. All organizations in the
collaboration should maintain a similar focus on impacting their own organizational culture first and
foremost. However, each organization also has a sphere of influence in the wider community too. As these
different spheres of influence from participating organizations begin to overlap in the wider community, a
positive impact on the wider culture happens as a byproduct of that overlap.

What is the 3D Framework?
3D is a framework for coaching, built on a foundation of purpose. A coach’s clearly defined PURPOSE acts as
the foundation for the 3D framework. Once the “why” is firmly established, the 3D framework helps leaders
be more intentional about meeting the developmental needs of their teammates in all three dimensions:
The 1st Dimension: the skillset required to perform our various tasks
with excellence
The 2nd Dimension: the mindset it takes to be a great teammate; both
to ourselves and to each other
The 3rd Dimension: the character it takes to leave a legacy of positive
impact in the lives of others and in the community
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The 3D Framework as an Operating System
For a culture to be shaped with intentionality, we believe it requires a sustainable operating system for
ongoing professional development. The focus of the training should be to meet the developmental needs of
the team in all three dimensions. While there are many great PROGRAMS out there to help deal with any of
these issues individually, our FRAMEWORK is designed to approach these issues holistically.

Making it Sustainable
Programs are not the same thing as frameworks. Typically, programs will only endure if the individuals who
initially participated are still involved. Frameworks, however, can endure over the long haul. Here are some
key points that create sustainability with our training framework:
Flexibility: Because much of the training is online, it is easily made accessible to EVERY team member AND
can it be reviewed as many times as desired.
Leadership support: Resources exist to empower leadership within the organization to implement the
training instead of relying on outside experts.
On-boarding: This provides an efficient and effective process to train new teammates in a deliberate
attempt to acclimate them to the culture that has been created.
New leadership: Training and resources are provided to maintain continuity as leadership changes occur in
an organization.
Ongoing education: The initial training creates a pathway for continual growth and a structure that will
support it.

Implementing the 3D Operating System
The 3D Operating System is created by:
1.) Implementing a Baseline of Training to establish standards of excellence.
Objectives:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Clarity of Purpose
Alignment of Effort
Common Language
Shared Framework

2.) Allowing for Regular Mentoring to increase leadership capacity.
Objectives:
a. Build supporting network
b. Increase knowledge
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c. Transfer wisdom

3.) Providing Ongoing Training and Resources to sustain growth.
Objectives:
a. Accurate diagnostics
b. Targeted prescriptions
c. Pursue mastery in all three dimensions

The 3D Training and Resources
We have everything an organization needs to address all 3 of these components. For the baseline of
training, our 3D Coaching for Business Leaders course takes participants on a journey through the 3D
training. Over a span of 18 modules, learners will hear from engaging presenters who share
transformational ideas while learning practical applications for each concept that is taught. There is also a
companion guide to the course to facilitate reflection and discussion. At the end of the course, all
participants will have a FOUNDATIONAL PURPOSE STATEMENT in writing and a plan to fulfill it... in all three
dimensions.
Our 3D Mentoring Program empowers those who have taken the journey to become a guide for others.
This is a critical element to help develop the next generation of leaders and pass on wisdom and shared
cultural values.
Our 3D Development Tool delivers ongoing training and resources to meet the unique developmental
needs of each individual. This will keep them on their learning journey, empowering them to continue
growth all three dimensions.

Access to the 3D Training and Resources
Because it takes time to change a culture, we desire that all participants have ample time to implement the
3D operating system into their organizations in an effective way. With that said, all participants will have
access to the aforementioned online courses and companion resources, the 3D Mentoring program, and
the 3D Development tool for a span of 3 years, from 9/1/22 to 8/31/25.
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Four Phases to Enact the 3D Operating System Across Buchanan County
Phase One: Imagination
What’s the preferred vision of the future?
Strategy: Gather the community’s organizational leaders to build relationships and start dreaming of the
culture we want to create together.
Action Steps:
1. Host seven Community Breakfasts to unite leaders and begin the dialogue about impacting the
culture of our community
2. Create 3D Community: St. Joseph, MO course to capture the content and so content can be made
available to others
Status: Completed on 4/29/22

Phase Two: Exploration
“You can’t be a tour guide to a land you haven’t been to.”
Strategy: Have community organizational leaders embark on the 3D Journey FIRST.
Action Steps:
1. Recruit 100+ organizations to have leaders take the 3D Journey from 9/1/22 – 4/30/23:
• Online Training
• Small Group Discussions
2. Host nine Community Breakfasts to continue uniting leaders with the purpose of building
relationships and working on the culture of our community
Status: Currently at 57 committed organizations in Buchanan County, launching 9/1/22.

Phase Three: Implementation
Leaders become the guides for others to take the 3D journey.
Strategy: Leaders roll out the training to their entire organization.
Action Steps:
1. Allow leaders to create user accounts for their organizational members and deliver the same 3D
training which consists of:
• Online Training
• Small Group Discussions
2. Host nine Community Breakfasts to continue uniting leaders with the purpose of building
relationships and working on the culture of our community
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Status: Launching 9/1/23

Phase Four: Operation
Provide regular mentoring and ongoing training/resources to sustain growth.
Strategy: Implement 3D Mentoring Program and 3D Development Tool to create a sustainable operating
system for personal and professional development.
Action Steps:
1. Allow leaders to add 3D Mentoring program and 3D Development Tool to organization’s member
accounts
2. Host nine Community Breakfasts to continue uniting leaders with the purpose of building
relationships and working on the culture of our community
Status: Between 5/1/24 – 9/2/24

List of Training Titles Available
3D Coaching for Business Leaders - 18 Modules equating to roughly four and a half hours of video content
covering topics like Motivation, Confidence, Emotions, Team Cohesion, Goal Setting, Identity, Worth, Value,
Significance, Character and Purpose.
3D Coaching For Business Leaders Companion Study Guide - A resource that empowers learners to engage
in reflective writing and small group discussions as they journey through the 3D Coaching for Business
Leaders online course.
3D Community: St. Joseph, MO - Nine Modules equating to roughly nine hours of video content covering
topics like Culture, The Formula for Change, Communication, Decision Making, Legacy and Community.
3D Community: St. Joseph, MO Companion Workbook – A resource that empowers learners to engage in
reflective writing and small group discussions as they journey through the 3D Community: St. Joseph, MO
online course.
The Seven Grand Oaks of Community: Nine Modules equating to roughly nine hours of content, presented
live and captured for online delivery.
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Samples of Training Slides
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Samples of Online Training
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History of Similar Projects
The Joseph Company project in St. Joseph, MO is the first time we’ve sought to implement the four phases
of the 3D operating system across an entire community in a coordinated effort. However, there have been
hundreds of organizations who have implemented 3D operating system following the same process. These
organizations have varied in size, ranging from small athletic clubs with five employees, to Electric
Companies with 150 employees, to entire school districts with 2,000+ employees.
We are currently in the Implementation phase with the St. Joseph School District, which is driving much of
the impetus to roll out of 3D across Buchanan County. Here are some testimonials of those who have
implemented our training in business, education, and sports:
“Powerful learning. In a world of chaos, this course reminded me of my why. The framework and perspective
I gained from this course will provide me a foundation to reach every individual who is placed in my life. I
will carry with me explicit strategies to access the 2nd and 3rd dimension with those I know. My purpose
statement will be the banner I lead with in my life and work.”
Stacia Studer
SJSD Director of Curriculum
St. Joseph, MO
“Awesome training! I recommend to anyone interested in being a coach, leader, teacher, business executive
or parent. The 3D Framework should be utilized as the foundation of how society works as a whole and how
we can get the best out of each other each and every day.”
Kevin Catterson
Lyndon Station, WI
“This course has been the most thorough and engaging training I've ever participated in. I love it and
HIGHLY recommend it to every coach and business leader!”
Brian Fox
Tupelo, MS
“I really enjoyed this course. We used it as applied to a business and it related fantastically. It gave me
confidence to continue in some of the things I had already been doing and provided insight and strategies in
areas that were new. I never could have written a meaningful purpose statement without first taking this
course!!”
Brent Shields
Ferndale, WA
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